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NOTE: Actual product graphics may vary.



PARTS LIST

x1
Pitch Target

YOU ARE NOW READY TO PLAY!

1

Rep. Part: N/A

QTY

x3
Self Stick Balls

2

Rep. Part: 88908-R1

QTY

x1
Door Hook

3

Rep. Part: 88908-R2

QTY

ITEM#:

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

OVERVIEW

PARTS NOTESTEP  1

1

3

x1
Stability Bar

4

Rep. Part: 88908-R3

QTY

4

 1. Find a clean place to begin the assembly of 
your Throw N’ Stick Target.

2. Remove all the parts from the box and verify 
that you have all of the listed parts as shown 
on the parts list page.

GENERAL NOTE

Attach the Door Hook 
(#3) on a stable door. 
Slide the Stability Bar 
(#4) through the sleeve 
on the top of the Pitch 
Target (#1). Hang the 
Target (#1) on the 
Hook (#3) and have 
fun!

For replacement parts:
Visit: www.franklinsports.com/88908

Email: replacementparts@franklinsports.com
Call: 1-800-225-8649

188908
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The game is played best when there are two players. Each player chooses which super hero they want to be. 
The object of the game is for each player to try and take out the other player’s super hero. This is done by 
sticking 2 balls onto the opposing super hero. 

RULES
To determine who will throw first, players will play rock-paper-scissors. The player that wins three rounds first 
will throw first. The first player then throws a ball at their opposing super hero. If the ball sticks to the intended 
target, then they get to throw a second ball. If the player throwing misses, the turn to throw is then given to the 
other player. This play happens until two balls are stuck onto one of the super heroes. 


